
How do I plan my essay easily? 

Below are some essay questions that have come up in past History CE 
papers followed by the method you would use to answers them along with 
some ideas on some of the points you may use to successfully write your 
essay! 
 
War and Rebellion 
 
Explain how and English /British commander won or lost an important battle. 
 
Choose a battle fought by English/British forces and explain why they won or 
lost. 
 
Explain why an English/British army won or lost an important battle against a 
foreign enemy. 
 
For what reasons did the English fight wars against other powers in the Period 
you have studied? 
 
Choose a naval campaign or military campaign which had a major impact on the 
history of England/Britain and explain why it was so important. 
 
For which reasons did a war fought by England/Britain break out? 
 
Government and parliament 
 
Explain why one monarch or chief minister was either successful or a failure. 
 
Choose a monarch and explain how successful he or she was. 
 
Choose a monarch or chief minister you have studied and explain whether he or 
she was a success. 
 
Choose a monarch you have studied that could be considered unsuccessful, and 
explain why this was. 
 
Choose a monarch who wanted to carry out religious change and explain why he 
or she wanted to do this. 
 
Religion 
 
Explain how successful one religious figure was in the history of England/Britain 
 
Explain why a Church leader was important in a time period you have studied. 
 
Choose one period in English/British history and explain why religion and the 
church were important. 
 
Explain the importance of a religious figure you have studied. 
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Explain the importance of the Church during one Monarch’s rule. 
 
Explain the ways in which differences in religious beliefs affected 
England/Britain in the time period you have studied. 
 
How far did the Church and its leaders support or oppose the government in the 
time period you have studied? 
 
How did religion divide or unite people in a time period that you have studied? 
 
Social 
 
Choose a time period you have studied and explain whether or not people’s 
conditions improved. 
 
Choose an event which caused major changes in English/British life. Explain why 
people won and lost because of that event. 
 
Choose one period you have studied and explain how and why ordinary life 
changed. 
 
How to pre-plan your essay. 
 
Take the essay title and try hard to think of 3-4 significant points with examples 
that would answer the question. In the exam you would add your introduction 
and conclusion and write the essay in full, adding evidence, explanation and 
evaluation of significance of points, as we have practiced in class. For example: 
 
Choose a naval campaign or military campaign, which had a major impact on the 
history of England/Britain and explain why it was so important. 
 
Here you would write about the significance of Williams changes after the Battle 
of Hastings. 
 

1. It led to military change that meant England had a stronger army, the 
Saxon population was controlled and it ensured the country was not 
invaded in the medium term. (Motte and Bailey castles, the Rapes of Sussex, 
The Welsh Marches, change of tactics from Saxon to Norman [Archers and 
knights]), success in wars with France. Castles sent messages of control to 
Saxons, they also meant William had a ready army close to any potential 
rebellions such as the Harrying of the North, In the Medium term the Welsh 
Marches helped subdue the troublesome Welsh tribes and new tactics meant 
a stronger army which led to medium term military success against the 
French at Agincourt. 

2. Society was reorganized making it safer, wealthier and stronger and also 
meant a change in Architecture. (Feudal System, Domesday Book). Medium 
term effect as the Feudal System remained in place for another 200 years, 
ensuring society was controlled through the system of Lord and Vassal with 
Sherriffs put in place to keep law and order. Previously Saxon Earls had 
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been very powerful and could challenge the King if they grew strong enough 
as they owned their own land, the King could not take it away from them. 
England was able to raise armies to fight overseas in France due to the 
Feudal System and knowledge gained from the Domesday Book as it meant 
a steady stream of tax money and tight control on who owned land and who 
owed military service. The Normans began to build in stone with a different 
style, e.g. Norman Arches. Buildings such as Durham Cathedral are great 
examples of Norman Architecture. At First Motte and Bailey castles had to 
be built quickly and so were made of wood and dirt, over time these 
buildings were converted in to stone. This led to a change in the look of 
landscape. 

 
3. It led to a change of land ownership and creation of new laws 

modernizing England from its Saxon period whilst also unfortunately 
beginning an argument with the Pope over the long term. Normans took 
over from Saxons. 5% of land below the river Tees by 1086, led to the 
creation of Forest Laws ultimately preserved the ‘Beasts of the Field’ - New 
Forest is evidence of hunting reserves created. William’s change in bishops, 
in particular his friend LanFranc for Stigant as Archbishop of Canterbury, 
created an argument with the Pope over who ran the church in England. 
This would lead to some serious arguments in the future. 

 
or 
 
Explain why a Church leader was important in a time period you have studied. 
 
Here you would explain why Thomas Becket is important in his lifetime and 
immediately afterwards. 
 

1. Thomas was important because he was the Archbishop of Canterbury. 
(Success in his personal career – began as a Clerk, rose through the ranks to 
Archbishop and Papal Legate, the Popes representative, more important 
and powerful than the Archbishop of Durham, had to use this position with 
great responsibility, which he did as he could’ve sided with Henry II in the 
argument over about Criminous Clerks) 
 

2. Furthermore Thomas Becket was important because he stood up to 
Henry II, who was threatening to take back the Church’s power to run 
itself independently of the king which had been newly won from 
Stephen’s coronation. (Argued over Criminous Clerks, never gave in, and 
died as a martyr for the cause, forcing Henry to concede the issue). Becket 
was the only man capable of doing this due to his position as Archbishop of 
Canterbury. 

 
3. Moreover he attracted new followers to the Church after his death and 

inspired others to fight for the Church’s cause. A medium term effect. 
(Martyrdom inspired Cult of Thomas Becket, this meant many pilgrims 
came to visit Canterbury Cathedral making it very wealthy, Popes after 
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Becket refused to give up the fight [think King John], perhaps inspired by 
him.) 

 
Or 
 
Choose a monarch and explain how successful he or she was. 
 
Here you would write about King John and his lack of success as a King. 
 

1. King John was not very successful as a king because he mismanaged his 
money and failed to treat his barons fairly. (country was nearly bankrupt 
when he inherited it, Scutage taxes for wars with France that did not take 
place, Relief tax charged at incredible rates, ‘the 13th’ a general tax the 
Barons did not like and an increase in import and export tax, sold positions 
in government and treated debtors inconsistently)   

2. Moreover he did not find success as he failed as a military commander. 
(Early success at Mirebeau, execution of his nephew and mistreatment of 
prisoners of war from Normandy campaign, lost all of his French lands, final 
failure to retake Gascony and plan with Otto of Germany) 

3. Furthermore he was extremely unsuccessful in his argument with the 
Pope over who elects bishops. (Stephen Langton, interdict and 
excommunication, giving up his Crown to the Pope and becoming his 
Vassal.) 

4. Finally he was so unsuccessful that he had his country taken off him by 
the Barons. (Civil War, Magna Carta, Checks and Balances placed on the 
Kings power changing kingship in England forever. 

 
or 

 
Choose an event which caused major changes in English/British life. Explain why 
people won and lost because of that event. 
 
Here you would choose the Black Death and write about the winners and losers 
of the change it caused. 
 

1. All people who were not members of the clergy won as they began to rely 
less on the Church due to religious change. (Decision to allow lay people to 
grant Last rites, Lack of priests, Church services in English increased 
accessibility to the bible) 

2. Peasants gained as they were able to increase their mobility and charge 
more for their services. (50% death rate, breakdown of feudal system, 
increased demand from less available workers, Statute of Labourers.) 

3. The whole of society lost in some way due to the famine and mass death 
caused by the Black Death. (Huge death toll, breakdown of Feudal system 
meant farms and crops untended, lack of food production, famine) 

 
Read on below to understand what a paragraph might look like when you expand 
on it. 
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How do I expand when writing in full? 
 
You must use your knowledge and understanding to explain your point with 
evidence and ensure you are showing how it answers the question (This is easy 
to do in the final sentence of the paragraph through a link back to the point 
sentence. See the examples paragraphs below. 
 
A Paragraph for point 1 might look like this: 
 
The Church did not escape the Black Death unharmed either. The 
reliance of the population on religious teachings took a big blow, 
which meant ordinary people gained in independence from the 
church. The plague had wiped out many priests and to those who felt 
god was causing the plague as a punishment, this did not reflect well 
on the behavior of those priests. Often priests would not come to 
read the Last Rites to members of their parish, sometimes because 
they felt it was too dangerous, sometimes because they were dead or 
at other times it was because the living were dying at such a rate they 
could not be in many places at once. For whichever reason, the Pope 
was so concerned he gave permission for a layperson to read the Last 
Rites. This was huge as from here on people began to question 
whether they needed priests, as they seemed to have been able to 
take care of themselves. Another significant religious change was that 
Church services were often now held in English rather than Latin. 
This was due to the fact that new priests could often not speak Latin 
as they were ordained so quickly and were less well trained. This 
gave ordinary people better access to the church and its teachings, 
which along with the fact priests seemed to be in short supply 
increased their freedom from the church, in other words, they won 
because of the situations the Black Death created. 
 
And a paragraph for Point 2 might look like this; 

 
 
In the medium term the social impact was huge as peasants gained 
the ability to move around the countryside and charge more for their 
services. Nearly 50% of the population had died. Family units were 
destroyed meaning many family names had died out. Up to 3000 
villages lay deserted. This left big holes in the Feudal System, which 
relied on the oaths and agreement between Lord and vassal. In some 
situations both had died and this meant land was free for new lords 
to inherit. It also meant old agreements didn’t need to be honoured 
and peasants were now able to roam the countryside, free from their 
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feudal ties. Towns welcomed newcomers, as they needed their 
labour. This gave peasants the opportunity to bargain for better pay 
and working conditions. It was sellers’ market and labour was hard 
to come by so peasants were able to increase their worth. Whilst this 
was a positive for peasants it was a negative for the government who 
needed cheap labour and harvests due to a lack of money through 
population loss. Therefore they passed the Statute of Labourers 
stating that no peasants could ask for pay better than the rate in 
1346. The Peasants were disgusted at this restriction and this sowed 
the seeds of the Peasants Revolt in 1381. It is clear that as the 
government had to pass this Statute peasants were taking advantage 
of the change caused by the Black Death. 
 
 


